
SARP
Welcome to SARP, our innovative and unique sequencing arpeggiator. This is a very powerful tool for
quickly creating interesting and useful musical phrases. SARP acts a little like a classic arpeggiator,
playing only those notes that you have held down on your keyboard. But instead of playing each key in
turn SARP assigns a 32 step sequencer to each note you hold down, up to a maximum of 8 notes.

Whilst you hold down a note SARP will run through the sequencer playing the note held down at times
decided by the sequencer. Classic arpeggiator effects are easy to create, as are completely new and
interesting phrase-based sequences.

Controls
From left to right these are: Voice - select one of the 8 voices included in SARP, next is the voice
volume control, then the range controls, set the range of notes you would like SARP to "watch" and
respond to. Using these controls you can, for example, set up a repeating phrase for one hand whilst
playing a free-hand melody with the other.  Next is the Groove setting, to add a small amount of swing
to the arpeggiation. Then its the Randomise button. For each Note Lane that has its random button on
(the small question mark next to its name) the Randomise button will randomise the tempo, number
of steps and velocities in a musically useful way. Next are the Load and Save buttons to load/save
SARP presets, there are 50 of these in differnt categories. Finally it’s the power button – turn this on
to run SARP.

Note Lanes

Below these controls are the  note lanes, 8 of them. Each lane corresponds to a pressed note on your
keyboard, so SAPRP will only ever sequence(or arpeggiate 8 notes in total). Notes are assigned to
lanes in assending order, the lowset note in your range will be used by lane 1, next up by lane 2 etc.

You can set the classic values for sequencers here: the number of steps used, the tempo of playback
and the velocity of each step . Finally in each lane on the right are the Presets button ("Preset" - click
this multiple time to cycle through some useful starting points for each lane) and the copy in and copy
out buttons, which as their name implies copies the contents of a lane in and out of the cut-and-paste
buffer.



Param Area

Finally on this page are the param controls. These are an independently running set of sequencers, affecting the
length of each note played, the transpose of the note you are holding down, the pan position of each note and the
amount of fade-in for each note.

Each of these params runs in its own 16 step sequencer, and will "dictate" to the SARP what values to use for
currently playing notes. So you can use lots of different note lengths, transpositions, pan positions , fade settings
and play-likelihoods in your sequence.

Click on NOTE LENGTHS to see the controls for setting note lengths, STEP sets the note length to the same as the
tempo used in the Lane, the other options are fixed lengths for notes.

TRANSPOSE will allow you to transpose your held note up or down in semi tones plus or minus one octave.

PAN allows you to define 16 pan positions to use for each note

FADE IN defines 16 fade-in values to use.

LKIELIHOOD - sets how likely SARP is to play a given step

Next is PARAM TEMPO, this sets the tempo at which the param sequencer moves through the 8 available values.

Above the first of the parm step controls is the lock icon, turn this on and any change you make in one param step
will be duplicated in all the other param steps.

As the param sequence moves along it will use the note length, transpose, pan, fade in and likelihood values for
each of its steps in turn and will apply these to the currently playing notes. The tempo of this “param lane” can be
different to one or more of the note lanes, and thus you can get complex changing sequences that are much
longer than the 32 lane-steps available.

We hope you have fun with SARP


